
PCA UCR INTRODUCTION to DRIVER EDUCATION (IDE)
Schedule & Procedures

Thank-you for registering for one of our Introduction to Driver Education (IDE) schools. As a prerequisite to

joining our Driver Education program, IDE has been developed so you can have the opportunity to learn

more about safe driving techniques and the handling dynamics of your Porsche. I hope you will find it a

useful and rewarding experience.

Schedule:

Plan to arrive just after 7am. Registration closes promptly at 8am and as a novice driver you will have a lot to

accomplish in the morning. There you will sign the Waiver and be issued a wristband. Keep the wristband on

so you can re-enter on Sunday as well. Once you have left the Registration building you enter the main gates

by displaying your wristband to the guard and enter under the bridge. You may choose any parking spot in

the paddock, empty all loose belongings from your car and attach your car numbers. Proceed to the Tech

Line, turn in your signed form and then relax. As a full participant in the event you must attend the Driver’s

Safety Meeting below the garages at 8:25. Just follow the crowd. There are several elements to the

Introduction to Driver Education (IDE) that you will take part in. First is a classroom session where the

basics of advanced driving techniques are explained and discussed. Then the in-car  portion of the IDE will

alternate with more short classroom sessions. Each exercise will be explained in a classroom session before

you head to Paddock C to practice it. Each novice will be closely supervised by an experienced Instructor

who is assigned to them for the weekend. By the end of the day on Saturday, each novice student will

understand the safety protocols of track driving. Sunday morning each successful student will enter the

Green run group with their Instructor and venture onto the main track for your first day of DE.

Preparation:

The old joke at Mosport (CTMP) was “if you don’t like the weather just wait ten minutes”. Expect the worst –

we run rain or shine, but pack your sunscreen as well. Shelter is limited and there will be periods of waiting

between the exercises. When in doubt bring everything. A tasty boxed lunch will be provided on both days,

but if you have any special dietary needs you may wish to bring your own. Coffee, Water and Soft Drinks will



also be available from the snack bar, but it’s not always open in the late afternoon. Fuel is also available in

and around the track. Your car will not be exposed to anything at the IDE that it couldn’t encounter in

everyday driving, but we do require that it is in healthy mechanical condition before attending the IDE. As a

full participant in the event, you are required to have your car inspected at one of the Tech Centers listed in

Provinz and on the WebSite, within three weeks of the event. You will also need a Snell rated helmet to drive

on track. If you haven’t purchased one yet you could contact Braidan Tire at the track and they will rent one

to you for the weekend. They do require lots of notice so they can bring you the correct sized helmet. Tire

services will also be available at the track. Our Instructors are very proficient at teaching the handling

dynamics of Porsche Cars, so every novice must be driving one.

No special safety equipment is required for you or your vehicle beyond standard safety belts and a

helmet. Our fire extinguisher requirement is waived for those attending their first IDE.

Please Note:

You are welcome to bring one guest each to our events this year, however they must have their QR Code

readily available and attend the Registration building with you. No late arrivals.

Quick check list;

1) Vehicle Tech Inspection within 3 weeks of the event.

2) Six inch Car Numbers on both sides and four inch on rear (number assigned in your Driver’s Profile).

3) Current Snell rated helmet. Can be rented from Braidan Tire. Call Brad at (905) 209-7979

4) Bring clothing suitable for all weather conditions.

5) Arrive on time so you can; go through Registration, the Tech Line and attend the Safety meeting.

6) Attend all classroom sessions and participate in all driving exercises.

7) Sign up for as many events as possible to fast track your acceptance.

8) Have fun!

We hope you enjoy your weekend with us,

UCR Track Chairman




